NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE
AND FINANCIAL ADVISORS
Web Redesign

Background and Challenges
The National Association of Insurance and
Financial Advisors (NAIFA) serves and
represents insurance and ﬁnancial advisors
regardless of their products or practice
focus. As NAIFA looked to better engage its
constituents, it needed a new website to
address these challenges:
› Cluttered and dated look and feel;
› Inconsistencies among web pages and
microsites;
› Lack of integration between its content
management system (CMS) and custom
ColdFusion applications, association
management system (AMS), and in-house
SQL database.

Solutions
ATS and NAIFA collaborated closely to:
› Conduct a thorough discovery process,
including stakeholder interview,
information architecture, taxonomy, etc.
› Deliver a fresh look and feel combined
with mobile-friendly features;
› Implement the Kentico CMS that allows
for a structured, predictable way to
manage and update content;
› Integrate the Kentico CMS with NAIFA’s
iMIS AMS and custom applications,
including its in-house SQL database, for
seamless access and maintenance; and
› Host the site and applications in ATS’
enterprise-class private cloud for security,
availability, and ﬂexibility.

Service:

Results

Web Design & Development

The new website brought:
› A professional, clean look that best
represents NAIFA’s brand image;
› Enhanced search and navigation to
help users ﬁnd information quickly;
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Solution Highlights:

› A mobile-friendly website that allows
for multi-device access; and



CMS/AMS Implementation
& Integration

› Simpliﬁed content management for
internal staﬀ.



Custom Application
Integration



Full Discovery Process



Mobile, Responsive Design



Private Cloud Hosting

ATS and NAIFA continue to work
together to explore building a
NAIFA-branded app for enhanced
communications and engagement.

Technologies Used:

“NAIFA’s website needed a complete
overhaul from the ground up. ATS was the
right choice in helping us determine what
our new strategy should be and what the
technology should encompass. They
managed the entire process with a high
level of professionalism, and they always
kept NAIFA’s goals and priorities in mind.
We are excited to have a powerful and
scalable new platform for doing business
online. The entire project came in on time
and within budget.”
- Sheila Owens, VP, Communications & Marketing, NAIFA
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